Children have a choice and are asked to complete at least ONE task. They will have until the week beginning Monday 5th February 2018
to complete it. We will be having a ‘show and tell’ session in class to celebrate the children’s homework efforts. If you have any questions please speak to your child’s class teacher.

Thorndown Primary School

Year Two Homework Choices - The Great Fire of London (Spring A 2017)

I am a
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I enjoy Art!

I am a writer!

I enjoy Science!

Mathematician!

The materials that Tudor houses
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built
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to
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spread of the Great Fire of London.
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We are going to be creating newspaper
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the Tudor times and cook some
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reports about the Great Fire of Lon-
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Tudor recipes.

and
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Great Fire of London. We are also

Can you explore the different foods

Can you make your own Tudor

that were eaten in the Tudor

house? Can you show your class-

times? Maybe you could follow a

mates what you have learnt about

recipe and make something for your

Tudor houses by using appropriate

family to eat?
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objects

into

equal

groups.

reports.

going to be exploring the different

Can you create your own newspaper

properties of various modern mate-

report about a different event? It
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could be something that happens in St.
Ives or something you have seen on

materials and making your house an

the news.

Can you create your own experiment
to evaluate the suitability of a
material for a certain job? You

appropriate shape?

could check how waterproof materials are, how transparent they are or
Can you create pictures or drawings

how strong they are. Make sure you

to show someone who hasn't start-

given lots of information about what

ed learning about division that you

you did as part of your investiga-

know what to do?

tion.

Don’t forget– it’s so important!
Spelling– Please continue to practise your Year 2 common exception words.

Date Given: Friday 5th January 2018

Reading - Please read to a grown up x4 times a week

Date Due: Week beg 5th February 2018

Skoolbo - Please spend 10 minutes each week completing games on Skoolbo

30 minutes maximum to spend on a task

